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ASTRACT

A timed switch uses a 555 oscillator/timer wired to operate in the astable mode. The timer supplies 

a positive pulse to the clock input of 79193 4-bit binary up/down count every five minutes. Because 

the 74193 is set to operate in the count-down mode, the output of the 555 is connected to thee count

down input of the 74193. As the binary counter is reset, it starts counting at nine and counts down to 

zero with each clock pulse. When the counter hits zero, the output from the 74193 goes low, turning 

off the relay and the light. The light can be turned back on by pressing the reset button again.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

A timed switch uses a 555 oscillator / timer wired to operate in the astable mode. When power is 

first turned 'ON ' the capacitor is discharged, which place 0V at pin 2 forcing the output HIGH. With the 

output HIGH, the discharge transistor in 555 is open which allows the capacitor voltage exceeds 2/3 Vcc, 

it forcing the output LOW7 With output LOW the transistor shorts pin 7 to ground, which discharge again 

the capacitor via R2 The cycle repeats with the capacitor charging up to 2/3 Vcc, then discharging down to 

1/3 Vcc continuosly The output of the timer will supplies clock pulse and connected to the clock input Cpo 

of a 74193 - 4 bit binary Up/Down. The 74193 is set to operate in the count-down mode. The binary output 

count is taken from Q0 to Q3 which are output from four internal J-K flip-flops and connnected to 7447- 

Common-Anode Decoder/LED driver. Basically, the 7447 has a 4-bit BCD input and seven individual 

active -LOW outputs (one for each LED segment). The Master Reset (MR) is an active -HIGH Reset for 

resetting the Q output to zero As the binary counter is reset, it starts to counting at nine and counts down to 

zero with each clock pulse. When the counter hits zero, the output from the 74193 goes LOW, turning 

'OFF the relay and light The light can be turned back 'ON' by pressing the button again.For the 

furthermore information since we studied how does the circuit function and how does the operation be 

able.we have devide this circuit into five stage as v/e will explain more detail in the System Design 

Consideration
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